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The authors consider certain quotients A RI of the polynomial ring R
 K x , . . . , x over an arbitrary field K. They first determine upper and lower1 r
bounds on the Hilbert functions of any algebra having the form A RV, where
Ž .V is the largest ideal of R agreeing in degrees at least j with the ideal V
generated by a vector subspace V R of degree j forms: these bounds extend thej
Ž .Macaulay bounds Theorem 1.4 . A level Artinian quotient of A RI has socle
Ž . Ž . Ž .Soc A  0 : M , M x , . . . , x in a single degree j. The authors next deter-1 r
Ž . Ž .mine the extremal Hilbert functions H t, j, r and H t, j, r that occur formax min
level graded Artin algebra quotients of R having socle degree j and ‘‘type’’
Ž . Ž .t dim Soc A , and they describe the extremal strata Theorem 1.8 .K
They next give a natural upper bound for the Hilbert function of level algebra
quotients of the coordinate ring O of a punctual subscheme  n, n r 1,
in terms of the Hilbert function H and j, t. This bound was known and known to
be sharp in the case  is locally Gorenstein and t 1. Finally, they show that
Ž . Žthere are no level algebras of Hilbert function T 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, . . . , 2 Proposition
. 22.7 . Given that there are smooth punctual subschemes  of  with Hilbert
Ž .function H  1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6, . . . , this result shows that the sharpness of the
natural upper bound in the case where  is Gorenstein and t 1 does not extend
to level algebra quotients of type 2, even when  is smooth.
The extremality results for the Hilbert functions of level algebras, and some
counterexamples, use the extremality theorem of F. H. S. Macaulay 1927, Proc.
  London Math. Soc. 26, 531555 and G. Gotzmann’s 1978, Math. Z. 158, 6170
results on the Hilbert scheme.  2001 Academic Press
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0. INTRODUCTION
 Let R K x , . . . , x be the polynomial ring, the coordinate ring of1 r
projective n-space  n, n r 1, over a field K. We denote by M the
Ž .irrelevant maximal ideal M x , . . . , x , and by R the degree-j compo-1 r j
nent of R R . First, in Section 1 we exhibit upper and lowerj0 j
Ž .bounds for the Hilbert function HH A of certain graded algebra
quotients A RV of R. Here V is a d-dimensional vector subspace of
j Ž .R and V is the largest graded ideal of R such that V	M  V , thej
ideal generated by V: this ideal V is called the ‘‘ancestor ideal’’ of V in I1
 and IKl, p. 298 . In particular, we give sharp upper and lower bounds for
Ž . Ž .H  dim A , 1
 i
 j, in terms of d, j, r ; i Theorem 1.4 . We usej i K ji
this result to give sharp bounds for the Hilbert function of level Artin
Ž .algebras A, which are graded quotients A RI having socle Soc A 
Ž . Ž . Ž .0 : M , M x , . . . , x in a single degree Theorem 1.8 .1 r
We next determine a natural upper bound for the Hilbert function of
level algebra quotients A O J of the coordinate ring O of a punctual 
n Ž .scheme  Lemma 2.3 . This generalizes the sharp upper bound
Ž .already shown for Gorenstein Artin quotients when  is locally Goren-
 stein ChoI, Theorem 3.3 . Finally, we show that this bound on the Hilbert
function of level quotients of O need not be achieved by showing that no
Ž .sequence of the form H 1, 3, 4, 5, . . . , 6, 2 can be the Hilbert function
Ž .of a level algebra; however, H 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 2 is the natural upper bound
for type 2 level algebra quotients of O having socle degree 5, when
2 is a smooth punctual scheme having Hilbert function H 
Ž . Ž .1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6, . . . Proposition 2.7 .
Throughout, we give the corresponding results for Macaulay’s inverse
 systems Mac1 . Recall that R acts naturally on the divided power ring
  K X , . . . , X by contraction. Here  has the ring generatorsD P 1 r
  4 4 u   u X , 1
 i
 r, 0
 ; the contraction x  X  X if   u andi i i i
is zero otherwise. The inverse system I I1 corresponding to an Artin
 algebra A RI is the finite-dimensional R-submodule I  F  
4hF 0 h I of . The Artin algebra is ‘‘level’’ if and only if the
inverse system I is generated in a single degree, the socle degree of A.
1. MACAULAY-RELATED BOUNDS ON THE
HILBERT FUNCTION
Ž .Our first main result gives bounds on the Hilbert function HH A 
Ž .1, h , . . . , h , . . . of an algebra quotient A RI, or, equivalently, of an1 1
arbitrary graded inverse system in : we suppose that h  t is given andj
Ž . Ž .we bound H in terms of t, j, r Theorem 1.4 . Our inequalities arise
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primarily from Macaulay’s results on the extremal growth of the Hilbert
Ž function of ideals, an upper bound for h given h see Mac2; BH, Sect.j1 j
.4.2 . As well, we give in Theorem 1.4 some consequences for inverse
Ž systems of Gotzmann’s persistence theorem see Got1; BH, Sect. 4.3;
.IKl . We then apply these results to determine the extremal Hilbert
Ž .functions of level algebras Theorem 1.8 .
Macaulay’s Theorem gives an upper bound for h given the triplej1
Ž .r, j,h and states that the upper bound is achieved for some graded idealj
I. We will employ Macaulay’s Theorem to determine also the minimum
Ž .value of any h , 0 i
 j, given r, j, h . Equivalently, in terms of thej i j
inverse system, given h  dim W, W a vector subspace of  , we deter-j j
mine the maximum and minimum possible dimensions for the vector space
Ž Ž ..R W  see Theorem 1.4 below, the left side of Eq. 1.4 . In ai ji
related viewpoint, in which R acts as all-order partial differential opera-
Ž .tors on a polynomial ring R, we have that given r, j, t h , there arej
known maximum and minimum possible dimensions of the space of ith
order partial derivatives of a t-dimensional vector space W of homoge-
neous forms of degree j in R.
We next state a lemma giving a basic connection between an ideal I and
its inverse system I . It is stated in terms of vector space pairs. Here,
if V R and W  , we definej j
² :for 0
i , R V g  h  g R , h V ;i i
² :for 0
i
 j, V : R  g R  R  g V .i ji i
² :for 0
i , W : R  f   R  fW ;i ji i
1.1Ž .
² :for 0
i
 j, R W g f  g R , fW .i i
 For a proof of the following lemma see ChoI, Lemma 1.4 .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1.1 Inverse System and Matlis Dual . Assume that V, W is a
pair of ector spaces satisfying V R , W  , and V 	 W. Then,j j j
Ž . Ž .i if 0
 i, R  V 	 W : R .i ji i
Ž . Ž .ii if 0
 i
 j, V : R 	  R W.i ji i
Ž .We need some notation. We denote by W t, j, r the vector space span
of the last t ‘‘monomials’’ of degree j in  , in the lexicographic order, andj
Ž . Ž .by V d, j, r the span of the first d monomials of R . Thus, W 3, 2, 3 j
² 2 2:   Ž .X , X X , X   ,   K X , X , X , while V 4, 3, 3 2 2 3 3 3 D P 1 2 3
² 3 2 2 2: Ž .x , x x , x x , x x . Recall from Lemma 1.1 that for k 0, R  V1 1 2 1 3 1 2 k
Ž  .	  V 	 : R .jk j k
Ž .THEOREM 1.2 Macaulay’s Extremal Growth Theorem . Let K be an
arbitrary field, let d satisfy 0
 d
 dim R , and suppose that V R is aK j j
ector subspace of dimension d. Denote by W V 	 the perpendicularj
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Ž .subspace to V, of codimension d in  , so that also VAnn W 	 R . Thenj j
the dimension of R V and the codimension of W : R in  , satisfyk k jk
cod W : R  dim R  V dim R  V d , j, r . 1.2Ž . Ž .k k k
Comment on Proof. For the combinatorial statement and a concise
 proof of Macaulay’s Theorem, see BH, Sect. 4.2 : for historical references
   see Mac2, Wh, ClL . See also Gas1, Gas2, Mal, and IKl for recent
 discussions and Got2, BiGM for some geometric consequences of the
Ž .extremal behavior of the Hilbert function H RI .
Ž  .Froberg has conjectured a strict upper bound for dim R V see Fr .¨ k
 For the status of Froberg’s conjecture until 1997 see I5 ; it is still open, in¨
general.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1.3 Gotzmann’s Persistence Theorem . Equality in 1.2 for
Ž .any single k 0 implies that dim R V d, j, r  dim R V for all i 0.i i
Comment on the Proof. This was shown by Gotzmann for k 1 in a
 much more general context of the ideals in a polynomial ring B x , . . . , x ,1 r
over an arbitrary base ring B. The proof in this general context is
intertwined with Gotzmann’s amelioration of the Grothendieck construc-
   tion of the Hilbert scheme Got1, Satz 1 ; see also IKl, Theorem C.17 .
Ž .For a self-contained proof when k 1 for the ring R over the field K
  Ž .see BH, Theorem 4.3.3 . That equality in 1.2 for any single k 1 implies
the same conclusion follows immediately from Gotzmann’s Theorem and
Ž .  .the monotonicity of dim R V d, j, r in d IKl, Equation C.3.1ff .k
Recall that r  dim R . The left-hand bounds in Theorem 1.4 belowi K i
are a consequence of the bounds in Macaulay’s Theorem 1.2; the right-hand
  Ž .bounds are from I3, Theorem IIA . We suppose in 1.4 below that either
the contraction action of R on  is used or that we restrict the character-
istic of K to char K 0 or char K j. Otherwise, the field K is arbitrary
in Theorem 1.4.
ŽTHEOREM 1.4 Bounds on the Hilbert Function of an Ideal, or Inverse,
.System . Let the ector subspace V R hae dimension d and codimen-j
Ž .sion t so t r  d . Then we haej
dim V d , j, r : R  dim V : R max 0, r  t  r . 1.3 4Ž . Ž .Ž .K i K i ji i
Likewise, if W  has dimension t, 0
 t
 dim  , and 1
 i
 j, thenj K j
the dimension of R W satisfiesi
dim R W t , j, r 
 dim R W
min r , t  r . 1.4 4Ž . Ž .K i K i ji i
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Ž . Ž .These bounds are exact: each alue satisfying 1.3 or 1.4 is achieed for
some ector space V R or W  , respectiely.j j
Ž .Proof. By Lemma 1.1 each side of 1.4 is equivalent to the correspond-
Ž . Ž .ing side of 1.3 . The inequality on the right of 1.4 is shown in the study
Ž  . Ž .of compressed algebras see FL, I3 . We now show the left side of 1.3 .
Evidently, it suffices to show the case i 1. Suppose by way of contradic-
Ž .tion that V satisfies dim V : R  e e dim V d, j, r : R . Then weK 1 K 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .have V d, j, r : R  V e, j 1, r , and V R  V : R , so by Theorem1 1 1
Ž . Ž 1.2 and the monotonicity of dim R V k, j 1, r in k see IKl, EquationK 1
C3.1 we have
d dim V dim R  V : R  dim R  V e , j 1, rŽ . Ž .K K 1 1 K 1
 dim R  V e, j 1, r . 1.5Ž . Ž .K 1
These are two cases. If the dth monomial  of R in lexicographicd, j j
Ž . Ž .order is divisible by x , then R  V e, j 1, r  V d, j, r , and we have ar 1
Ž .contradiction with Eq. 1.5 . Otherwise, let  denote the first degree-jd , j
monomial divisible by x , in lexicographic order, for which d  d. Then,r
since e e, we have
dim R  V e , j 1, r  d  d ,Ž .K 1
Ž .again a contradiction with Eq. 1.5 . This completes the proof of the left
Ž .side of Eq. 1.3 and of the bounds of the theorem.
That any value k in between dim W and the upper bound on the right of
Ž .  1.4 can occur for dim R W was shown in I3, Prop. 4.7 , using vectorK i
spaces W that are general enough linear combinations of the span of k jth
Ž .divided powers of general enough linear forms elements of  . One1
Ž . Ž .attains the lower bound say, 	 on the left by choosing WW t, j, r .
One attains the values k 	 
 between the lower bound 	 and dim W
Ž .by replacing W with W L , . . . , L , t, j, r defined as follows: Consider the1 

Ž . Ž .subset  t, j, r of W t, j, r consisting of monomials not having an Xr
Ž .term; one replaces the uth monomial of  t, j, r in lexicographic order
 j  Ž .with L , u 1, . . . , 
 , to form W L , . . . , L , t, j, r . This works since weu 1 

Ž . Ž .have the following relation between W t, j, r and W t 1, j, r : Suppose
that they differ by the monomial  of  , t th from the end in lexicographicj
order. Then,
R W t , j, r  R W t 1, j, r  X  . 1.6Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 r
Otherwise, if X   we haver
dim R W t , j, r  1 dim R W t 1, j, r .Ž . Ž .1 1
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It is well known that the divided powers of N dim  linear formsj1
Ž .span  ; it then follows from Eq. 1.6 and the definition ofj1
Ž .W L , . . . , L , t, j, r that, when L , . . . , L are general enough, we have1 
 1 

Ž .dim R W L , . . . , L , t, j, r  	 
 .1 1 

Note. Geramita informed us in early December of 1999 that the work
 in progress BiG of Bigatti and Geramita contains a result determining
the minimum Hilbert function of a level algebra of given socle type,
degree, and embedding dimension. This is equivalent to showing the left
Ž . Ž .side of 1.4 see Theorem 1.8 below . It is also closely related to some
 statements in Bayer’s thesis Ba . The present proof is a correction to a
proof we gave in July 1999.
EXAMPLE 1.5. We consider a special case relevant to zero-dimensional
schemes. Macaulay’s extremality result shows that when V R has codi-i
Ž  .mension s
 i, then cod R V
 s in R see IKl, Corollary C.7 . Gotz-1 i1
mann’s result shows that when there is equality, cod V in R  cod R V ini 1
Ž .R , then for all u 0, cod R V s in R Persistence and, further-i1 u iu
Ž Ž .. nmore,  Proj R V is a zero-dimensional subscheme of  , having
Ž Ž ..degree s. This can be stated as the regularity degree  p Z of the
Ž . Ž  .constant polynomial ‘‘p Z  s’’ is s see Got1; IKl, Prop. C.32 .
COROLLARY 1.6. If W is an inerse system satisfying, for some i s,
dim W  dim W  s, then W  R W and also W : R W . Fur-i1 i i 1 i1 i 1 i1
Ž .thermore, for each u 0, s dim W : R here W : R   and thei u i u ui
inerse system L RW Ý W : R satisfies L I1, where Ii u
1 i u
Ž .Ann L is the saturated defining ideal of the degree-s zero-dimensional
Ž . nsubscheme  Proj RI of  .
Proof. This translates Gotzmann’s theorem in the case of dimension-
Žzero schemes into the language of inverse systems see Remark 1.5 and
 .also ChoI .
We will now determine the extremal Hilbert functions of level Artin
algebras A RI. Recall that the socle of an Artin local algebra is
Ž . Ž .Soc A  0 : M and the type of A is dim Soc A .K
DEFINITION 1.7. A level algebra A of socle degree j, type t, and
 embedding dimension r is an Artinian quotient of R K x , . . . , x ,1 r
Ž .whose socle is concentrated in a single degree j is ‘‘level’’ , and satisfies
Ž .dim Soc A  t. The level algebra is called ‘‘compressed’’ if it has maxi-K
Ž .mum possible Hilbert function, given t, j, r .
Ž . The first bound 1.10 in the following theorem is well known EmI1, FL,
 Ž . Ž .I3 . Equation 1.11 is equivalent to the left side of Eq. 1.4 of Theorem
1.4. See the note after the theorem for other sources. The rest is a
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consequence of results of Macaulay and Gotzmann and of the relation
between level algebras, ‘‘ancestor ideals,’’ and defining ideals of schemes
Ž    . Ž .see the proof below and IKl and Ba . We let Q d, j, r denote the
 ‘‘Gotzmann polynomial’’ of Definition C.9 and Remark C.11 of IKl . If the
dth monomial in lexicographic order in R satisfiesj
  x a01 x a1a 0  x ak1a k2 x aka k11 x jak , 1.7Ž .d , j 1 2 k k1 r
Ž .then Q d, j, r satisfies
z a  r 1 z a  r 1 k0 kQ d , j, r z    . 1.8Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /r 1 r 1 k
We define
r z 1P d , j, r  Q d , j, r . 1.9Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /r 1
Ž . Ž Ž Ž ...Then P d, j, r is the Hilbert polynomial of the scheme Proj R V d, j, r
n Ž  .in  , n r 1 see IKl, Remark C.11 .
Ž .THEOREM 1.8 Extremal Hilbert Function Strata for Level Algebras .
Ž . Ž .Gien t, j, r the maximum Hilbert function H t, j, r possible for a leelmax
algebra quotient of R, haing socle degree j and socle dimension t, satisfies
H t , j, r min r , t  r . 1.10 4Ž . Ž .imax i ji
The family of such graded leel algebra quotients of R is parameterized by an
open dense subset of the Grassmanian of codimension t quotients of R andj
Ž .has dimension t r  t .j
Ž .The minimum Hilbert function H t, j, r satisfiesmin
H t , j, r  dim R W t , j, r   . 1.11Ž . Ž . Ž .imin K ji ji
Ž .The Hilbert function H t, j, r satisfies, for 0
 i
 j and letting d r  t,min j
H t , j, r  r Q d , j, r  P d , j, r . 1.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i imin i
When the dth monomial of R in lexicographic order is diisible by x , anyj r
leel algebra A haing minimum Hilbert function satisfies A RI m j1,
n Ž .where  is a subscheme of  haing the Hilbert polynomial P d, j, r . In
Ž .this case, the stratum LEVALG t, j, r is the minimum postulation stratummin
P Žd, j, r .Ž n.of Hilb  .
Ž .    Proof. The equation 1.10 was shown in EmI1, I3 and also in FL .
Ž . Ž .The equation 1.11 follows from the left side of Eq. 1.4 in Theorem 1.4.
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Ž Ž ..The next statement follows from the fact that Proj RV d, j, r has the
Ž . Ž . Ž .required Hilbert function, H t, j, r  r Q d, j, r , where Q d, j, rmin i i i
  Žis the ‘‘Gotzmann polynomial’’ of IKl, Definition C.9 for this identity, we
must have the convention that binomial coefficients with negative entries
.are zero . Suppose now that A RI is such a level algebra of minimum
Hilbert function. When d r  t satisfies that  is divisible by x ,j d, j r
Žthen the increase in H from degree j 1 to j is minimum growth see the
.proof of Theorem 1.4 ; it then follows from Gotzmann’s main theorem that
Ž . Ž .I and I are identical with I and I , for  a scheme of thej1 j  j1  j
Ž .  Hilbert polynomial P d, j, r . By IKl, Proposition C.18 , the ideal I is
Ž .the ancestor ideal I  V : R  V : R  V of V I , which im- j 1 j
Ž .plies that I  I . 
 j 
 j
2. LEVEL ALGEBRA QUOTIENTS OF O
There has been recent and past interest in level algebras, partly because
of their occurrence in combinatorics and partly because they are the next
class in increasing complexity after the complete intersections and Ar-
tinian Gorenstein algebras. Boij studied the minimal resolutions for com-
 pressed level algebras Bo1 ; Stanley and Hibi have studied connections
Ž  .with combinatorics see, for example, Hi .
We now investigate what Hilbert functions may occur for an Artinian
level algebra quotient A of the coordinate ring O of a punctual scheme
 n; also, we are interested in whether we can recover the scheme 
Žfrom A. We had shown previously that if  is a Gorenstein scheme by
.which we mean ‘‘locally Gorenstein’’ , then we could recover  from a
general enough Gorenstein Artin quotient A of O , provided that the
 socle degree of A was large enough ChoI, Theorem 3.3 . In order to give
the reader a context for the upper bounds and a counterexample to follow,
we state here the portion of that result concerning the Hilbert function
Ž . Ž .H A . Given H , we denote by Sym H , j the sequence 
 H if i
 j2Ž . iSym H , j  2.1Ž .Ž .Ž . i  H if i j2.Ž . ji
n Ž .When  is a punctual subscheme of  , we denote by   the
Ž . Ž .CastelnuovoMumford regularity of  , set       1, and let
Ž .  be the maximum socle degree of the local coordinate ring of any
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4irreducible component  i . We let      max   ,   and
denote by I the defining ideal and by L its inverse system. It is evident 
by the symmetry of the Hilbert function of a graded Artinian Gorenstein
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Ž .algebra that Sym H , j is an upper bound for the Hilbert function of any
such quotient of O  RI . The following result shows that this upper 
 Ž .bound is achieved, if j is large enough ChoI, Theorem 3.3 a .
Ž .THEOREM 2.1. Let  be a locally Gorenstein zero-dimensional sub-
scheme of  n oer an algebraically closed field K , char K 0 or char K j.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..If j   and F is a general enough element of L , then H RAnn F j
Ž . Sym H , j .
Boij has recently announced an improvement: he assumes  to be
Ž . Ž Ž ..zero-dimensional and j  2  and he obtains H RAnn F 
Ž .Sym H , j for a general enough F if and only if  is Gorenstein.
DEFINITION 2.2. We will say that a level Artinian quotient A of RI
is compressed, or relatively compressed with respect to  n, if the
Ž . Ž .Hilbert function H A H  , j, t , the maximum possible, givenC M P
Ž . , j, t , where j is the socle degree of A and t is the type. We let
Ž .  Ž .4nH H, j, t max H  , j, t , if it exists. We also defineC M P  H H C M P
Ž .the following sequence as a function of the triple H , j, t :
H H , j, t min H i , t  H j i 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ž .C M PU   
Ž . ŽThat there is a maximum possible sequence H  , j, t  1, h , . . . ,C M P 0
. Ž Ž ..h , . . . , t, 0 comes from the openness of the condition H RAnn V i i
Ž Ž ..h  1 on the irreducible variety Grass t, I parameterizing t-dimen-i  j
Ž .sional subspaces V I   . Note that since H is nondecreasing, j j 
Ž . Ž .H H , j, 1  Sym H , j .C M PU  
Ž .LEMMA 2.3. The sequence H H , j, t is an upper bound forC M PU 
Ž .H H , j, t .C M P 
Ž .Proof. When t 1, this is obvious, since H A is symmetric and
bounded by H . The general case results from choosing a basis F , . . . , F 1 t
Ž .of L and summing the Hilbert functions of t Gorenstein quotients j
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..RAnn F , . . . , RAnn F of RI , as dim RAnn F , . . . , F 
1 t  1 t i
t Ž Ž .. .Ý dim RAnn F .k1 k i
PROBLEM 2.4. If  is a punctual subscheme of  n, such that each
irreducible component  has type no greater than t, then what condition oni
 assures that a generic leel Artinian quotient A of RI of socle degree j and
Ž . Ž .type t has the Hilbert function H A H H , j, t ?C M P 
n Ž 2 .EXAMPLE 2.5. On  , n 2, consider  Proj Rm with pp
Ž . Ž .0:  :0 : 1 , m  x , . . . , x . The ideal I has the local inverse systemp 1 n 
² : ²L Y , . . . , Y and the global inverse system W satisfying W  X 1 n i 1
i1 i1 i:Z , . . . , X  Z , Z . The global Hilbert function HH satisfiesn 
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Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1, r, r, . . . , H 1, n, 0 , the type is n, and    2. Taking
² 3 3: Ž . Ž 2 4.V X Z , . . . , X Z , we see that Ann V  m , z has the Hilbert1 n p
Ž . Ž . Ž .function H  1, r, r, r, n , and Ann V  I for i
 3, and we haveV i  i
Ž . Ž .the equality H  , 4, n  H H , 4, n , the upper bound ofC M P C M PU 
Lemma 2.3.
The case t 1 of Part A in the following lemma is shown in IK, Lemma
6.1 and by Boij, who in addition connects the minimal resolutions of A
 and of O  RI Bo2 . This is the case generalized differently to t 1 
and Gorenstein schemes in Theorem 2.1 above. In Part B we assume
char K 0: we believe a similar statement may also be true for char K
p j, but were not able to show it.
Ž .LEMMA 2.6 Upper Bound Achieved . Let K be algebraically closed.
A. Suppose that  consists of s smooth points in generic position on
n Ž . Ž . Ž . . Then H  , j, t H H , j, t , satisfying H H , j, t C M P C M PU  C M PU  i
 4min s, r , t  r .i ji
Ž . Ž . ŽB. If n 1 and K, then H  , j, t H H , j, t theC M P C M PU 
.upper bound is always achieed .
 .Proof of A. This is shown in 13, Theorem 4.8B , where the Hilbert
function of general enough ‘‘power-sum’’ algebras is considered. The
‘‘power-sum’’ algebras are just the quotients of the coordinate rings of
punctual schemes  consisting of smooth points.
1  Proof of B. Here  is principal, given by f 0, f R K x, y .
s Ž .First suppose that : x  0. Note that H H , j, t occurs as aC M PU 
Hilbert function of graded Artinian quotients of R and by Proposition 4.4
 of I2 that a generic ideal defining a quotient A of this Hilbert function
Žhas the minimum possible number, t 1 generators, and socle type t as
Ž . .  always in two variables,  I  t 1 . By a result of Froberg Fr this¨
number of generators is achieved for an ideal generated by monomials,
and wolog we may assume that the first generator is x s, and the rest are
 , . . . ,  . This proves the lemma for f x s. For f in a small neigh-2 t1
borhood in the complex topology of forms around x s, the ideal
Ž .f ,  , . . . ,  continues to have the same Hilbert function. By scaling2 t1
with respect to x, this is true for all f not having a y factor; a change of
variables reduces forms f with a y factor to this case. Note that in the first
s Ž . ² j j1 j1s s1:case f x , we have f  Y , Y X, . . . , Y X , and the levelj
algebra may be chosen as the annihilator of t of those monomials that are
suitably dispersed, so that the partials are maximally independent.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.7 Upper Bound not Achieved . There is no leel Artin
Ž . Ž .algebra A haing the Hilbert function H A  1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 2 . More generally,
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there are no type 2 leel Artin algebras A haing Hilbert function of the form
Ž . Ž .H A  1, 3, 4, 5, . . . , 6, 2 , beginning and ending as specified. In particular,
if  consists of six smooth points, in 2, fie of which lie on a line so that
Ž .H  1, 3, 4, 5, 6, . . . , we hae
H  , 5, 2  1, 3, 4, 5, 5, 2 H H , 5, 2  1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .C M P C M PU 
2.3Ž .
A general type-2 degree-j leel Artinian quotient of O  RI does not 
determine .
 Proof. We prove the first statement. Let R K x, y, z and 
 K X, Y, Z , and suppose by way of contradiction that A RI is anD P
Ž . Ž .Artin level quotient of R satisfying H A  1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 2 . Then since
5, 6, respectively, are by Macaulay’s Theorem 1.2 the maximum values
possible for h , h , given h  4 or h  5, respectively, we have by3 4 2 3
  ŽGotzmann’s Hilbert scheme theorem Got1 see also Theorem C.17 and
 .Corollary C.18 of IKl that I , I , I are the degree 2 to 4 components of2 3 4
2 Ž .I , where  has the Hilbert polynomial p t  t 2. Here  must
Ž .consist of a line union a point, and up to isomorphism we have I  xy, xz
Ž 2 .or I  x , xy , according to whether the point is off the line or embed-
ded. This may be seen simply, since there is a linear relation among the
generators, but we wish to emphasize the usefulness of Gotzmann’s
Ž .theorem. In the former case V I   satisfies 5 5
² 5 5 4 3 2 2 3 4 5:V X , Y , Y Z, Y Z , Y Z , YZ , Z . 2.4Ž .
² 4:A two-dimensional subspace of W V must satisfy R W X 1
² : ² :  y, z  f , f , with f , f  K Y, Z . It follows that dim R W
 5,1 2 1 2 D P 5 1
so that O cannot have a level quotient of the given Hilbert function. The
Ž . ² 4   :proof for the latter case V  I  XZ , K Y, Z is similar. A 5 D P 5
two-dimensional subspace W  V  such that R W  XZ 3 can be writ-1
² 4 :ten as W  XZ  f , f , but x f  0, implying dim R W 
 5.1 2 2 1
This completes the proof of the first statement.
Ž . Ž . Ž .If H A  1, 3, 4, 5, . . . , 6, 2 , of socle degree j, then I  I , hencej  j
Ž . Ž .I  I . Thus the proof of the second statement is essentially thej  j
Ž .same as that of the first statement, but with j 5 arbitrary. Equation 2.3
Ž Ž .. Ž . ² 5now follows, since H RAnn W  1, 3, 4, 5, 5, 2 when W X 
4 3 2: Ž . Ž 4 5 2 3 5 4.YZ , Y Z and Ann W  xz, xy, y , z , y z , x  yz . Evidently, Ij
determines A, but does not determine the six points comprising : this
proves the last assertion.
Ž Ž . .Remark 2.8 Impossible Sequences for the H A , A Level . There are
several other ways of forming sequences that cannot occur as the Hilbert
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functions of level algebras. Of course, the upper and lower bounds given
Ž . Ž .by Theorem 1.8 must be satisfied: thus, by Eq. 1.10 H . . . , rt s, t
Ž .cannot occur for s 0, so H 1, 3, 6, 7, 2 cannot occur. Also, if A is any
Ž . Ž .graded Artinian quotient of R and H A  1, h , . . . contains a subse-1
Ž . Ž .quence h  s, h , h such that h , h , h is extremal growthu1 u u1 u1 u u1
Ž .maximal in the sense of Macaulay, given u, r, and s 0, then A has an
at least s dimensional socle in degree u 1, so A is not a level algebra.
Ž .This restriction shows that neither H  1, 3, 5, 5, 6, . . . nor H 
Ž .1, 3, 3, 2, 2 can be a level algebra Hilbert function: In the former the
Ž . Ž .relevant subsequence is 5, 5, 6 with 4, 5, 6 being minimal growth in
degrees two to four, and s 1; in the latter the relevant subsequence is
Ž . Ž .3, 2, 2 with 2, 2, 2 being minimal growth, and also s 1.
Proposition 2.7 is about a subtler phenomenon: Suppose that A RI
Ž .is a level algebra and that H A contains a subsequence that is minimal
Ž .  ŽŽ ..growth. Then in the socle degree I  I , so I  I where  isj  j j  j
the subscheme of  n provided by Gotzmann’s Theorem. In certain cases,
Ž .one can then show that the sequence H A cannot occur, using the
structure of .
Ž .Remark 2.9 What Is a Relatively Compressed Hilbert Function? .
Ž .Concerning Problem 2.4, determining H  , on the one hand we haveC M P
Ž . Ž .that H H , j, t is an upper bound Lemma 2.3 , that it is achievedC M PU 
when t n for the very special H of Example 2.5. On the other hand,
Ž .Proposition 2.7 and in particular Eq. 2.3 show that any extension of
  Ž .Theorem 3.3 of ChoI see Theorem 2.1 above to level Artinian quotients
of type t 2 or to subschemes  that are locally of type greater than one
must have rather restrictive hypotheses on . A general enough type t
level algebra quotient of the coordinate ring O for a scheme  of local
Ž .type
t does not have as its Hilbert function the sequence H H , j, t ,C M PU 
2 Žand the counterexample is even a smooth scheme  in  Proposition
.2.7 .
More generally, what is the maximum possible ‘‘relatively compressed’’
Ž . Ž .Hilbert function T H,  , S H A , achieved by an Artinian quotient A
arising from a given scheme  n, where the  Hilbert function
HH and where the Artinian quotient A RJ, J I , has a given 
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..socle type H Soc A  S here S is the Hilbert function of Soc A ?
Equivalently, what is the Hilbert function of an Artinian quotient J
Ž . Ž .1Ann V , V I  , where V is a general enough vector space
generated by homogeneous elements of degrees given by S? When I  0,
 this is the study of ‘‘compressed algebras’’ and T is known EmI1, FL, I3
Ž Ž .. Ž j. Žsee Theorem 1.8, Eq. 1.10 . When d 0, t 1, and S Z Artinian
.Gorenstein quotient of a Gorenstein scheme of given Hilbert function , we
Ž .  Ž .determined that T Sym H , j in ChoI, Theorem 3.3, Corollary 3.10 i
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Ž .see Theorem 2.1 above . Can one see further to determine a maximal
Ž Ž . .Hilbert function H H , Inv  , j, t or at least an upper bound thatC M P 
might be a function of H and other invariants of a scheme  , such as the
local type of components, and the dimension of ?
Leel Algebras when r 2. The second author studied level algebras
Ž  .and the related ancestor ideals for r 2 quotients of R K x, y in
several preprints, dating from 1975: The main results were the determina-
tion of the possible Hilbert functions H of level algebras of given type and
socle degree, determining the dimensions of the Hilbert function strata,
 and a proof that the strata satisfy a frontier property I1 . The latter
Ž .involves noting that the family G H of graded algebra quotients of
Hilbert function T is a desingularization of the closure of the stratum
Ž . Ž .  LevAlg H . These results are announced in Theorems 4.6 A, B, C of I3 ;
their proofs are similar to those of Propositions 4.74.9 and Theorem 4.10
 of I2 , which are similar statements for ideals generated by a vector space
of forms of given dimension and degree. The complete statement for the
Ž .  special case of type one Gorenstein is Theorem 8.1 of IK . Recently,
Chipalkatti and Geramita are studying these level strata in embedding
 dimension two from a geometric point of view ChaG .
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